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As long as I can remember I have been pondering this world. Why is the world as it is? Why 

are we as we are? What mechanisms underlie these things.

Throughout my undergraduate studies in graphic design I have been thinking about 

simplicity, complexity and the interplay between them.

Design is the process of creation. It doesn’t really matter which aspect of design we consider. 

Industrial designers create physical tools and objects, fashion designers create clothing 

and so on. To my mind the best design is not created by humans, but rather from the 

natural world. The creations of nature with their cradle to cradle life-cycles and the ongoing 

development towards complexity have a quality that is far beyond man made objects. This 

might have to do with the very different creative process nature goes though. Any product 

like cars, furniture, houses are an assembly of parts. Nature creates very differently. Objects 

grow from the inside out. A seed creates a tree, the egg evolves into a chicken, animals 

evolved from the first organic molecules into the complex structures of the human body. 

Structures in nature are building themselves up from the simple to the complex. This 

understanding lead me away from classical design toward an interest in generative design 

which is by now a Key aspect of my projects. I stopped assembling my work but rather 

started creating a seed that then grows into form by itself. These seeds are based on data that 

can come out of primary or secondary research, that then gets shaped into form.

Introduction



Work
L-System

Work
Metro Cable
Link: kimalbrecht.com/project/metro-cable-ci/

Throughout different projects I have developed thoughts that define 

my work today. The first code driven work I did was based on a 

Lindenmayer-System. By pushing up the iteration of lines and dots, a 

very simple formula transformed into a complex organic form. This 

experience made me think about the idea of emergence for the first 

time. How a multiplicity of simple interactions can create complex 

systems.

Work for an imaginary metro cable system for the city of Cape Town. The concept was based 

on the extreme weather changes throughout the city that is build around the 1000 meter 

high Table mountain. The main question was on how to transform data into form, that is both 

understandable and aesthetic. The solution I found where three overlaying pentagons, each 

representing one weather characteristic, wind, cloud cover & temperature. Each intersection 

represents one station of the metro cable line. This visualization makes weather differences 

as well as the overall weather within the city visible and understandable.

Iteration of 4.

Same program with an iteration of 30.

http://www.kimalbrecht.com/project/metro-cable-ci/


Work
mira.li
Link: mira.li/
Research document: kimalbrecht.com/uploads/mira.li/mirali_research.pdf

Our new digital age reveals unseen forms of data tracking. Nowadays these are mainly used for the sake 

of advertising. But what would it mean to collect this data on a personal level? I went out to discover and 

started collecting the daily data that routinely gets collected about me, from Twitter, Facebook, my last.fm 

stream, my daily shopping, credit card transfers and my cell phone location data. While researching the 

quantified self movement, and the contemporary explosion of data I stumbled upon touchgraph.net. This 

tool visualizes the personal friendships on facebook, the outcome from this made me understand the 

power of network visualizations. The perfection in which the program visualizes all the different friend 

circles that I am part of was much more precise than anything I could ever do by myself. The project also 

made me realized how dramatic todays data explosion is, how I could map this data and how it could 

influence the future of humanity. Right now we are entering the era of recorded history. Today everything 

we do already leaves some kind of digital footprint, within the next decade this could not only be true 

about our cell phones & credit cards but also our cars and refrigerators. This project made me think of the 

consequences of this totally new development.

http://www.kimalbrecht.com/project/mirali/
http://www.kimalbrecht.com/project/mirali/


Work
Analysis of space
Link: kimalbrecht.com/project/analysis-of-space-/

Mapping a location by primary research transformed into a project about my design process. It became 

a series of mini mapping projects on how to map a location with very different tools. The mini mapping 

projects went from secondary visual information from google maps & street view, photography from the 

distance and in the area, to topics found in the area like micro & macro connections, the organic & the 

mechanical, order & chaos, to processing the visual information in different ways to achieve a deeper 

understanding of the space. In the last mini project I took photographs that I had taken in the area and 

uploaded them to Amazons Mechanical Turk, I then asked people from around the world to tag the 

images. The outcome was a network of words, a tag cloud, that described the content of the images and 

thus mapped the location. I also tagged the images myself, through this process I created two overlaying 

network structures that reflected my personal subjective view and compared it with the objective view 

from the cloud. A physical space became a network of words describing the space.

http://www.kimalbrecht.com/project/analysis-of-space-/


Work
Analysis of space
Full size image: kimalbrecht.com/files/downloads/analysis_of_space/network.jpg

The last mini mapping project. The red labels are personal tags about the area, 
the black labels are tags from random people from all over the world. The map is 
comparing my personal subjective view of the area to the objective view of a view 
hundred people. The closer the words are to the centre the more they where used to 
tag the images.

http://kimalbrecht.com/files/downloads/analysis_of_space/network.jpg


Work
Billionaires
Link: kimalbrecht.com/project/billionaires/

Billionaires is a visualization project of all humans with a capital over 1.000.000.000 dollar. The data 

comes from forbes.com/billionaires/ but the way the information is visualized provides a very different 

means of engaging with the data than the list from Forbes. The 1.600 Billionaires are categorized by 

country and industry where they made their money or by their source of wealth, self made or inherited. 

This gives an overview about the location and source of capital in the world. The graphic shows the 

macro connections of prosperity and their origins.

http://www.kimalbrecht.com/project/billionaires/


Work
Atlas of power-laws
Link: kimalbrecht.com/project/atlas-of-powerlaws/
Research document: kimalbrecht.com/uploads/power-law/atlas.pdf

Through the work of Albert-Laszlo Barabasi I got interested in network science. The idea that 

there are similarities throughout social, technological and natural networks impressed me. 

After researching this field I encountered more and more scientific papers and data sets that 

discovered power-laws, mainly in network structures but also in other fields. The idea behind 

this project was to visualize the diversity of these power laws but also look at the differences 

between the findings. In the end the project left me with an essential question. Can network 

science guide us to a more unified world view? And I think the answer is yes. We only need to 

find the right path to do so.

Work
Billionaires
Link: kimalbrecht.com/project/billionaires/

Initial Value of n: 1

Initial Value of n: 2

Initial Value of n: 0.7

Order by node size Order by power law size Order by kind

http://www.kimalbrecht.com/project/atlas-of-powerlaws/
http://kimalbrecht.com/uploads/power-law/atlas.pdf
http://www.kimalbrecht.com/project/billionaires/


Work
Atlas of power-laws
High-res visuals: kimalbrecht.com/uploads/power-law/visuals.zip

http://kimalbrecht.com/uploads/power-law/visuals.zip 
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languages
german
English

references
on request

education

2010 - present
aaa school of 
advertising / 
bachelor of arts / 
graphic design / cape 
town 

2005 - 2008
abitur (german a - 
level equivalent)

2004
exchange student in 
southern spain for 
one year.

1987 - 2003
born / kindergarten / 
school

work experience

2012
intern at pixel project 
an interactive  new 
media design agency 
for major south 
african galleries, 
museums and events. 

2009
interned at “löwe,
 schwand und 
partner” a high class 
strategic consulting 
agency in hamburg. 
the main clients 
where the “bild 
zeitung”, a german 
newspaper and 
“studivz” the german 
facebook equivalent. 
for both clients we 
created 
new ways through 
the digital age.

2009
working at “phillip 
und keuntje” a 
german advertising 
agency. 
the main client 
was the “deutsche 
telekom” for whom 
we created a new 
campaign for a more 
sustainable image.

technical skills

data visualizations
to visualize data i use 
google refine, excel & 
google spreadsheet to 
order datasets. for the 
visualizations i use a 
variety of programs 
or programming 
languages (so far i 
mainly code in java) 
depends on the 
kind of dataset and 
visualization, most 
commonly i work 
with processing, 
gephi, tilemill, html 
and css.

design
i can work with most 
programs in the 
adobe creative suite 
for more classical 
graphic design work 
(photoshop, indesign, 
illustrator & after 
effects).

film
i also have knowledge 
in video filming & 
editing, i am working 
with apples final cut 
pro, apple color 
& adobe after effects.  

interests

photography
a way to capture 
the madness 
and beauty of 
life. landscape 
and reportage 
photography 
are my main subjects.

movies
 i’m a big fan of 
stanley kubrick 
and david lynch.

contemporary art
my favourite artists
are mark lombardi 
and andreas gursky.

sports
in my teenage years 
i was professional 
kiteboarder, i also 
love waveriding and 
everything else that 
creates moments of 
full awareness.

reading
from german 
philosophy like 
schopenhauer and 
heidegger to books 
from malcolm 
gladwell and matthias 
horx to the daily 
news about politics 
and science.
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